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How Many Trees?
In 2007, Sheffield had 36,000 street trees
An independent survey recommended 1000 should be replaced (Elliot)

By February 2016, 3388 had been felled

By December 2016, 4246 trees had been felled (FOI/3238)

20th January 2017, Bryan Lodge stated that 10,000 trees
are to be felled (press statement to Radio Sheffield)
…and both Councillor Leigh Bramall and Steve Robinson,
(SCC Head of Highway Maintenance), are on record
saying that half the street tree population is to be
replaced, which is 18,000 street trees…

How many more before our city is changed for ever?

Where in Our City?
All areas of the city face catastrophic losses of street trees. The map below
(sheffieldtreemap.wordpress.com) shows the extent of felling across the city (last updated Dec 2016)

There are a number of local campaign groups:
Burngreave & Pitsmoor
Crookes, Western Road & Walkley
Dore, Totley & Bradway
Ecclesall Road
Firth Park
Gleadless Valley
Greenhill
Millhouses
Nether Edge
Norfolk Park
Rivelin Valley, Hillsborough & Wadsley
These all have Facebook pages with current
information about the situation in their area
Please join your local group and get involved!
Referred to ITP
Condemned
Felling Notice Issued
Felled

The Residents‟ Survey
The first fellings were carried out by SCC/Amey with no public consultation. After a number of complaints,
they agreed to survey residents, but the survey process is highly flawed and not fit for purpose.

Surveys are 1 per household,
not 1 per resident
Only residents on the affected
street get a survey
Surveys sent in plain
envelopes with no indication of
contents
Ambiguous wording to prompt
agreement with the felling
plans
Residents have only 2 weeks
to complete the survey
Felling plans can only be
viewed online
The survey must be completed
online by typing in a detailed
URL and unique code
Residents can request a print
copy but it may not arrive in
time
Tenants receive a survey,
landlords do not
If a street has no residents,
there is no survey

The Residents‟ Survey
Even when streets have been surveyed, many residents did not receive the letter and so the results are
being misinterpreted…

During recent felling on Chippinghouse Road, SCC made a statement to
the BBC that “a majority of residents were not against the work”. Let us
test that claim:
105 households
5 agreed with the felling plans (4.7%)
1 objected to the felling plans (1%)
99 did not respond (94.3%)
They assume that everyone who did not respond is in agreement. Is this
really the action of a responsible council representing the views of all
their residents?
David Glass (STAG member) talked to residents on 11th Feb 2017 and
found this additional information:
11 of 15 people questioned did not receive a survey (73%)
30 of 40 households questioned were against the felling (75%)
This is clear evidence that SCC‟s claim is incorrect. It is now too late for
Chippinghouse Road, their trees have been felled, against the wishes of
a majority of their residents.

Survey Letter URL and Code, Celia Pinnington

Envelope for survey letter – would you know this was important?

Independent Tree Panel
If over half the survey responses are against the felling plans, the road is referred to the ITP.
Streets without residents, or below the survey response threshold are not even reviewed by the ITP.
Their trees are felled without any further consideration.

150 roads have been referred and ITP
recommendations have been published for 32 of them
(11th Feb 2017).
Those 32 roads contain 160 trees due to
be felled, of which 98 are healthy, 42 are
diseased or dying and 20 are dead or
have already been felled.

The ITP recommended that 67 could be
saved using engineering solutions
covered in the contract (no extra cost to
SCC). They also recommended that 1
tree be saved at additional cost due to
its special status (the Vernon Oak).

The ITP‟s recommendations are not binding
The ITP only review trees known to be healthy, they do
not re-assess the status of those judged by Amey to be
diseased, dying or dead, even where that status is
questionable
The ITP have no retrospective powers, they may only
consider streets that have not yet been „upgraded‟
under StreetsAhead
Once complete, the ITP‟s recommendations are sent to
Amey for comment, who often disagree with the ITP
report or find excuses for additional cost above the
engineering solutions identified
There is no opportunity for the ITP to respond to Amey‟s
comments before the final decision is taken by SCC

Ignoring the ITP report, SCC and Amey
have decided to fell 61 of the 67 trees
that the ITP recommended to save.

Where Amey identify an additional cost there is no route
to challenge this, even when there is evidence that
alternative contractors would charge significantly less

Austerity & Alternatives
STAG acknowledge that SCC finances are under pressure from budget cuts, but we are not asking for
additional funding. We are asking SCC to enforce the contract that is already in place, where a range of
alternative engineering solutions are already funded that could save our trees at no cost to the council.

“The engineering and tree-based
solutions come at no extra cost to
the Council…”
Steve Robinson (SCC Head of Highway Maintenance)
2nd Sept 2015
Failure to implement these solutions does not save the
council money… It does not save taxpayers money…
It only saves Amey money because then there is no tree to
maintain during the remaining years of the PFI contract.
Chesterfield, Annette
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Mature?
SCC have stated that the street trees they are destroying are „mature‟ or „over-mature‟ – which are
forestry terms. Forestry wants the biggest tree in the shortest growing time, so they regard trees as
„mature‟ as soon as they are fully grown, around 80 years. But urban trees are not grown to be harvested.
We want our trees to deliver the maximum benefit to society, balancing environment benefits and cost of
maintenance, so how old is that?
These trees are equivalent to a 25-year-old
person… a fully grown adult, but not yet delivering
their full benefit to society

This schematic, based on information from Jeremy Barrell, demonstrates the optimum point
for replacing urban trees. This is when the „current benefit‟ a tree provides in a single year,
matches the „average benefit‟ it has delivered over its lifetime. This is an equivalent measure
to that used in the forestry context, but looking at the environmental benefit rather than the
volume of wood.

From this perspective, a street tree is „mature‟ at
around 250 years… we have got a while to go then!

“Up to 75% of the potential benefits those trees could
deliver… are sacrificed through premature removal.”
Jeremy Barrell 21st Jan 2017

Replacement or Poor
Substitute?
CCTV footage, Marlborough Road, 13/01/2017

Sheffield Star, 19/11/2016

A tree outside your house
can reduce pollution
inside by 50-60%
“A sapling planted – often in a different location
– does not provide the same benefits”
Professor Ian Rotherham, Reader, Department of the Natural and Built Environment,
Sheffield Hallam University

coolaustralia.org

PFI Contracts
In 2012 Sheffield Council signed a Highways
Private Finance Initiative (PFI) deal with Amey that
will cost taxpayers £2.2 billion over 25 years.
The contract was negotiated by the Liberal
Democrats, and then Labour, behind closed doors.
It was never debated in the Council Chamber or
looked at by a Scrutiny Board.
The council has repeatedly refused demands from
residents – including Nick Clegg – to disclose an
unredacted version of the contract.
The Guardian learned on 20th Jan 2017 that
several of the city‟s most senior councillors –
including the council leader, Julie Dore – had not
seen the unredacted contract despite publicly
defending it.

Because a private company is not subject to
freedom of information (FoI) laws, it is very difficult
to get information, so there is no public scrutiny of
a PFI contract.
There is also no accountability, as they cannot be
voted out by the people whose money (the
taxpayer) they are receiving.
Amey have a clear profit motive, in that if they strip
out thousands of the city‟s trees in the first 5 years
of their contract, they can spend the next 20 years
with much lower maintenance costs, increasing
that profit.

Birmingham Post, 29/01/2015

The Treasury Select Committee has since reported
that PFI is an extremely inefficient method of
financing projects and does not provide good
value for money.
BBC News Website, 11/04/2016

Edinburgh Council, 05/04/2013

Birmingham Mail, 13/06/2016

www.newsandstar.co.uk, 17/12/2016
Hereford Times, 09/06/2015

Sheffield Star, 04/07/2016

Materials Recycling World, 26/01/2017

What‟s a Tree Worth?
As far as STAG is aware, there has been no Cost Benefit Analysis carried out by SCC/Amey that takes into
consideration the public health, amenity and environmental benefits of our street trees. Yet, many tools
exist which they could have used, and the asset value of street trees is understood by a range of experts
within our universities who they could have contacted for advice, but chose not to.
CAVAT is a method for managing trees as public assets. It is designed not
only to be a strategic tool and aid to decision-making in relation to the tree
stock as a whole, but also to be applicable to individual cases, where the
value of a single tree needs to be expressed in monetary terms.
The healthy trees on Rustlings Road were worth at least £165,000 using
CAVAT. The 17 „replacement‟ saplings are only worth around £100 each.
If 10,000 mature trees are felled and replaced by 10,000 saplings, that‟s a
loss of more than £100million.
jech.bmj.com

www.ltoa.org.uk

www.ltoa.org.uk
Michigan State University

www.warwickdc.gov.uk
www.libro.ca

Legal Issues
ARRESTS

OVERSAILING & TRESPASS

Up to Feb 2017, 14 people had
been arrested while exercising
their right to peaceful protest

Many of our street trees overhang
private gardens

Two had their cases dropped less
than a fortnight before going to
court, when the CPS decided the
case was not in the public interest
The majority were arrested under
the Trade Union and Labour
Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992
for preventing Amey from felling
trees
Two people were arrested even
though they were in a private front
garden, with permission from the
householder

Sheffield Star, 18/02/2017

ITV website, 26/01/2017

Amey workers have been removing
branches above our gardens, in
some cases above the heads of
protestors, and accessing gardens
at ground level to remove felled
branches
But the householder owns the
space above their property to such
a height necessary for the ordinary
enjoyment of the land and the
structures on it

BBC News Website, 24/02/2017

The Guardian, 06/02/2017

In addition, two pensioners were
arrested on Rustlings Road for
public order charges, which were
dropped on the morning they
arrived at court

Where it is necessary to access the
airspace above private land (e.g. to
fell a tree), permission should be
sought in the form of an “oversail
licence”
Permission would similarly be
needed if access were required at
ground level

STAG are challenging the legality of
using the Trade Union act in this
way

STAG are not aware of any access
permission being sought by Amey
or granted by householders
Sheffield Star, 13/12/2016

Sheffield Star, 01/12/2016

Safe Tree Removal
HEAVE

HEALTH & SAFETY

Trees take up water from the soil,
and sudden removal of a large tree
means the water is no longer being
absorbed, so the soil will get wet
and expand
Movement resulting from this is
called heave, it is the opposite of
subsidence

There is photographic evidence of
Amey removing large branches
above the heads of protestors on
Rustlings Road, with the potential
for serious injury
Lees Hall Road, 08/12/2016

Rustlings Road, 17/11/2016

Heave is more likely for larger
trees, clay soils and where there is
a lot of surface water

These include pits being left open,
barriers entirely blocking
pavements, trip hazards from poor
tarmac laying and many others

It is potentially more destructive
than subsidence, and it can take 25
years for the ground to recover
Evidence of heave can affect the
ability to get building insurance

STAG are collecting evidence of
other Health & Safety concerns
around both tree felling and road
upgrade work

Conduit Road, 18/01/2017

Sheffield Star, 05/01/2017

Ellesmere Road North, 22/02/2016

Ecclesall Road, 04/12/2016

Advice should be sought before
such trees are removed, including
an assessment by a structural
engineer
STAG do not know of any heave
assessments being carried out
prior to tree removal

If you have evidence of issues in
your area, please send to
reportameysheffield@gmail.com
and streetsahead@sheffield.gov.uk

Extra Special Trees
Some of our „at-risk‟ trees are extra special, perhaps because of their age, the wildlife that live in them,
being part of our childhood, or a million other reasons… Here are two of them to tell their stories.

I am the Chelsea Elm, and I live on Chelsea Road in Nether Edge. I
was planted about 120 years ago. During my life I have survived
three waves of Dutch Elm Disease, which killed all of the other
elms around me. This means I have resistance, and makes me
scientifically special. I am also home to a colony of the
endangered White Letter Hairstreak butterfly, which will be
decimated if I am felled. I was recently awarded second place in
the English Tree of the Year competition 2016, thanks to much
local support.

I am the Vernon Oak. When I first sprouted from an acorn about
150 years ago in Queen Victoria‟s time, there was no road and I
marked the edge of the field. I was growing here in this spot
before the road and houses were built. I am a fine specimen, in
good health and could live for another 150 years but they say my
roots are obstructing the highway so I must be felled.

“We should never have got into this situation, in which
repressive anti-trade union legislation was being used
against peaceful protesters seeking to protect the health
and wellbeing of their communities.”

“Did I tell them they needed to remove half of their tree stock? No.
Did I tell them 70% of trees were nearing the end of their life? No.”
Elliott, of Elliott Consultancy Ltd, 2016

Natalie Bennett, Green Party

“These are priceless assets”
“If it turns out to be true that Julie
Dore has not seen a full copy of the
contract, it calls into question her
own competence. You would have
thought the one thing you would do
as leader of Sheffield city council is
to actually examine it.”

Nigel Dunnett, University of Sheffield

“There isn't a professional arboriculturist in
the country who thinks the current policy - to
fell any tree causing minor pavement damage
- is a reasonable approach.”

“We would like to convey our
heartfelt sorrow in seeing what has
happened and our admiration for the
community who remain resilient in
the face of this adversity.”
The Woodland Trust

Adam Winson , AWA Tree Consultants

Nick Clegg to The Guardian

“A street tree is more than
wooden furniture. It, along
with the wide variety of
smaller plants and animals that
live in, on and around it are
life-enhancing to all its local
human neighbours.”

"I have brought to Sheffield some key national experts to
look at the Street Tree situation here and these
professionals – renowned authorities in their field – are
unanimous that Sheffield has got it wrong – yet some of
the media, many politicians, and some professionals,
persist in misrepresenting the facts. Why?”
Professor Ian Rotherham, Sheffield Hallam University

Independent Tree Panel Report. This tree was
felled in a night raid 17/11/2016.

Dr Douglas Fraser, Sheffield Hallam University

“This hasn’t got anything to do with
politics. I’m a lifelong dyed-in-thewool Labour voter. I was on picket
lines with my dad. I don’t view
protesting against the unnecessary
wastage of trees as all of a sudden I’ve
become f**king middle class…“

“The tree adjacent to the
junction of Ecclesall Road and
the bus stop is in good
condition with good life
expectancy. The tree occupies
a prominent position. There is
no arboricultural need to
remove and replace this tree"

“As a professional arboriculturist, ex-council tree
officer and ex-chair of the Municipal Tree Officer
Association, I would like to say that what Amey
and Sheffield City Council are doing to the
Sheffield street tree population is shameful and
against best practice urban forestry principles.”
Moray Simpson, Principal arboriculturist at Wardell Armstrong LLP

“PFI contracts don't
work for trees”
Jeremy Barrell - AA Registered Consultant and
Chartered Forester, Biologist and Surveyor

Richard Hawley (singer/songwriter) to the Guardian

“Expressed most simply, it could be said that trees improve our quality of life. More obvious benefits include:
noise reduction, control of airborne pollutants, improvements to energy efficiency, benefits for wildlife.”
Newcastle Council

Remembering World War 1
Over 100 Sheffield street trees are memorials to the young men of our city who gave their lives during
World War 1. In their centenary year, Sheffield City Council plan to honour their memory by felling more
than half the remaining trees. This map shows where these men lived, and the scale of our city‟s loss.

Where Did They Die?
All of these soldiers died fighting on foreign battlefields. Their families had no funeral to say goodbye, no
headstone to visit, nothing but memories. The street trees gave those families a physical memorial, and
there are still relatives of those men living locally.

A Soldier‟s Cemetery
A Soldier’s Cemetery
Sergeant John William Streets
12th Battalion York. & Lanc. Regiment
Behind that long and lonely trenchèd line
To which men come and go, where brave men die,
There is a yet unmarked and unknown shrine,
A broken plot, a soldiers' cemet'ry.
There lie the flower of Youth, the men who scorned
To live (so died) when languished liberty :
Across their graves, flowerless and unadorned,
Still scream the shells of each artillery.
When war shall cease this lonely, unknown spot
Of many a pilgrimage will be the end,
And flowers will bloom in this now barren plot
And fame upon it through the years descendBut many a heart upon each simple cross
Will hang the grief, the memory of its loss.
Sergeant John William Streets served with the 12th Battalion York &
Lancaster Regiment, known as the Sheffield Pals. He was wounded in 1st July
1916 on the Somme battlefield. He was seen going to help another wounded
man but disappeared. He is buried at Euston Road Cemetery, Colincamps,
France.

Our Aims
To halt all non-essential tree felling operations until:
SCC commission, adopt and resource a Tree Strategy, similar to those in
place in other cities across the UK
SCC agree alternative engineering solutions (e.g. missing/narrow kerb
stones) to enable trees to be retained
SCC agree that the recommendations of the Independent Tree Panel (ITP)
should be binding
SCC carry out a fit-for-purpose cost benefit analysis acknowledging the
asset value of our street trees

POWER TO THE PEACEFUL
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